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EXECTITTVE ST]MMARY
This project produced software tools and methodologies to permit the use of higb-resolution X.ray computed tmogresy
(CT) fu quantitative, nmdestrustive evaluation of asphalt cmcrete pavemeats. These tools make it pæsible to analyze a
cøe of asphalt c@crete and det€rmine its complete material makeup: the location, size, sbapc of cach aggregatg cortact
relatimships amolrg aggregates, and distribution of void space. In other words, using oru techaology it is now possible to
determine the complete intcrnal stn¡cture of a pavernent afrer it has bea mixed and poured- In the ir¡rndiate term, tbis
aaalysis provides a wealth of nery information that can be usd to directly assess mechaoical cha¡ast€ristics of thc
material. In the futurg st¡ch a description promises to s€rÌ'e as the basis fu a ne$'ge,lreratiø of tecbniçes fm aualysis
and improvement of pavcmeot design.

Traditional methods of cha¡actcrizing and evaluating asphalt cmcr€te pavernents and design tecåniçes i¡volve
mechanical tests, the results of rrytic'h are thø e,npirically cmpared to varior¡s aspects of pave,mdhtperformaoce. Such
tests contsin an inherent ambiguity, as test results inevitably reflest a variety of featucs within a snmFle, eacå of rryhich
may have difrerent €trects on pavem€nt perfømance under differe,nt conditions. As a resul! the relatim betwÞ€n test
resr¡lts and paveme,nt perfmmaoce is at best indirest.
Since its inventim fq meclicsl diapostic applications, X-ray CT has been adapted to address a wide array of
industrial problens. With the raptdty advancing technology of industrial high-resolution, high.energy X-ray CÎ, it has
become possible to image asphalt concretes in great detail. Rather than im"stng a whole objeot in projectim as is døe
with staDdård X-ray techniçes, CT collects data along a siogle pla¡e snd each resulting image is termed a slice as it
corresponds to rryùat would be seen if the scanned o$ect were sliced aloag the plaoe. By stacking a cmtigrrous series of
sliccs, a oomplete threedimensimal data set is obtained. Because each slice actually has a thickness correspmding to the
X-ray source spot size and the detecttr ap€rû¡re, the pixels in CT images are termed va¡els rvüe,lr cmsidered as part of the
voh¡metric rvtolc.

CT images have already prove, use,fi¡l for 3D vis¡alization of aggregate strr¡cfiue and void cmcentratims in 6-inoh
cme samples, providing valuable insigùt into the itrt€rnal structure of a concrete. Features that almost certainly affect
pav€n€nt performance aad ca¡ be observed in these visualizations include rvùether the aggregate is poorþ mixe{ with
large and small aggregates sçarated from each other, and whether there are any unusual or aliped conce,ntratiæs of
void spaces. Howeve,r, such visualizations a¡e sill me step reinoved from obtaini¡g Erantitative, re,producible data thst
ca¡ be used to evaluate and cmpare asphalt concretes aod eventually improve design.
The prinoipal thrust of this project has been to dwelop a software application called "Blob3D', which allouns this
final step to be tak€o. To ou knowledge, Blob3D is unique in that it is desiped to define and s€parate te,os of thousands
of distinct and irregular paficles frm a volume of CT data corrprising te,ns to hundreds of megabytes. A rich and
unique set of tools and techniçes to process aud interact with the data in 3D has bee,n developed in sup'port of this efføt.
The data analysis Proc€ss is divided into th¡ee st€ps: segmentatim, separation, and extractiø.
Segmentation is the process by wÌrich each voxel in the data set is classified as belonging to a partioular cmponcnÇ
suoh as a certain t¡pe of aggregate, or void space. Graphical analysis tools to suppøt segme,lrtatioo i¡clude filters for
noise reduction and edge enhance,ment. Astual seementatim is dme by thresholding, or selecting a raage of r¡o<el
grayscales to be classified in a particular way. Spesializd thresholding tools that utílize additional data (e.g., læal

\ilithit certain grayscale ranges) to inprove segmentation were also developed and impleineated.
advanced graphical i¡terface allows real-tine, i¡teractive exp€rim€ûtatim with the various filters to quickly achier¡e

connectivity of voxels

A¡

an optimal result.

Separation is the proccss þ which contiguous voxels classiñed as a partianlar cmponenrt are divided into a serics of
distinct objeots. A series of cmtiguous (touching) voxels of a single material is characteristically csll€d a blob, from
which the nnme of this software is derived. Because in an optinal asphalt concrete all aggregates should be in cøtact,
the set of vorels conesponding to a certain material may comprise a cmtinuous structr¡re spanning the eirtire voh¡me.
Separating a blob that incorporates a pote,ntially unlimited nr¡mber of individual objects into its component parts is a
challenging and proble,natical computational task, and solving this proble,o is the centerpiece of the techûical challenge
of this project. Associated challe,nges include being able to process the potentially large rnounts of data involved in real
time. These obsacles have bee,n surmounted þ a series of algcrithms e,oabling effici€,at searching of the data volume
and graphically base4 user-cmtrolld manual and semi-automatio separatim of objects.

fq data. Thr¡s, a third
data can be
The
following
module of Blob3D is used to extract information of interest
extracted: particle (m void) volume, ce,nter of mass, surface ares, aspect ratio, long axis orientation; a¡d locatim,
direction, and sr¡rface a¡ea of all particle-particle cmtacts.
Once a CT data volume has been seemented and separatd it the,n becomes possible to minc it

in various investigations.

Blob3D was desiped to be mod¡¡lar and extensiblg so it would be straightfor$rard to incorporate irnp,rovemeots a¡rd
additions into all aspects of the data analysis process. For exanple, new seementation filtcrs q techniçes, €nhanc€m€ût
and automation of thç separation process, and additional measnre,ne,nts that can be extracted from the data" could all be
inco,rporated smoothly and easily into thc existing prog¡am.

A series of tests were perfrmed to veri& that the infmmation produced by the analysis is correct- Two phantoms
consisting of glass beads in cubic and hexagmal packing were scanned and processed to test the delection and
quaotification of particle-particle contscts. A third phantom with glass bcads of varior¡s sizes was sce"ned at higher
resolution to test the softwa¡e's ability to deal witb va¡ied dats, a¡rd reproduce the grading of the bead sizes used to create
the phantom. In all cases test results met expectations. In additiqn, insigbts were gained conc€r¡ing the level of
resolution necessary in CT data for succes$¡l discrimination of objects of various sizes.
This project has set the stage for the systematic inspection of asphalt concretes using high-resohúim CT technologSl.

The Federal Highway Administration has acquired a CT scanner capable of producing data fsr this analysis, and
e,ngineers there will use the tools develo'ped in this project to proc€ss their data and evaluate test cores.

(c)
Figure l: (a) Example CT scaû of an asphalt cmçTete core. Field of view is 145 mm. (b) Sample Blob3D program view
showing 3D processing to el(tract aggregates frm scan data. (c) Thresdim€nsional visualization of cmplete data set-

IDEA PRODUCT
This project has created a new method for testing and evaluati¡g asphalt concretes using indnstrial higb-resolutioa X-ray
tomography (CT) to quantiff important material characteristics that directly inpact paveme'nt performToe.
"onpita
ayp" of analysis requires two things: access to a higb-resolution industrial CT scanncr, and the
fxecutim of this
""*"
software that we have created çgtoú¡O) for auaþing the imagery obtained of asphalt cgnsrete samples. This analysis
will res¡lt in a complete material description of an already-mixed asphalt concrete, including the size, shape, composition
and location ofeacfu aggregate particle lwitnin scanner resolution), the distribution ofvoid space, and the locaticn and
orie,ntation of all particle-particle contacts.

the door to a new ge,neratim of methodologies for'evaluatim of asphalt conctretes,vüich
promise to be more rigøous than cu¡re,nt techniques, permitting more quantitative ap'proaches to asphalt ogncrqe dgog¡.^
'These
improvements-witt lead to betterdesiped pave,nelets, resulting in substantial cost savings through reduction of

This techniçe

orpe,ns

pre,nature failures.
The impact of this new technique on transportation practice is still difficr¡lt to pnedict a! this stage, but is potentially
profound. ily providing a more robust set olmeasures of asphalt concrete prcperties and. predicted performance, the
þo".¡¡*o Uy wlicn paiements are desiped in terms of zuch paramet€rs as material selection and grading and mixing
parameters should be substantialþ improved, resulting in better-performing Pave'm€trts.

addition, the data that result from this technique provide the potential for rigøous comPut€r godeþS of
this technique determines the cornplete materi¡l architecture of a samPle, with the
material properties of all of i13 cmstituents knbum, it \rill be possible to use standa¡d comp-ut€r modeling techniques to
realisticaily simulate the efrect of real-use conditions on the pav€rn€nt. As a resul! rather than relnng exclusively upm
expe,nsive'-d ti."*oosuming direct paveme,nt testing as lvas done at Westraolc, it will be possible to execute suc'h

ln

pav€,m€,nt per:formance. Elecause

teåing at great savings, with nõ limitations on lhe number of paveine,nts tested, e,nvironme,ntal conditions, use couditions,
and other inportant variables.

CONCEPT A¡ID IIYNOVATION
Two technologies are at the cue of this innovation: industrial higb-resolution X-ray CT and the software develqed to
process the imagery.

Industrial high-resolution X-ray CT is based on the same underlying principles as conventional CAT scanners used
for medical diagiosis. In standard-CT, the object being scønned is imaged along a plane using an X*ay fan beam from
multiple angle.sl The angle can be changed either by rotating the X-ray souroe and deteotor-s, as is done in medical CAT
t"*"iog (ii'which the "Ã" stands for 'aiial"¡, or by rotating the object, as is more cmmonly done in industrial CT. The
¿ecreaJù X-ray inteirsity due to attenuation as tÉe beamþasses through the object is measured with a linear array of
detectors, resulting in a single line of data fm every orie,ntation from which the sample is imaged. These data are thc'n
processed using au algorithm known as filtered backprojection to produce the fi¡al image.
Industrial CT difrers from medical scanning prinarily in that it takes advantage of the lack of necessity to limit the
higher'e'nergy X-rays, and there
radiation dosage given to the object being scanned-. Thus, industrial scanners con utilize
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thickness using a -Iøi""I sca¡ner is l-2 mm, at the University of Texas we have achieved slice thicknesses of undcr
0.005 mm on sufficiently mall objects.

Tesing done

at the Turner-Fairbank Higbway Research Center of the Federal Highway Administration

(F[IWA) and

the Univerãity of Texas (JT) befone the project began verified that very higb-quality-i-ggo could be obtained from 6experimental
cores from pave,nents and cylinders produced
inch cylinders of aspbalì
'Th"r" cóncretes, UotË on srmple
package,
where
software
visualization
a
th¡ee-dimensional
into
readily
impsrted
were
images
apparatuses.
mixini
imagã of tle grading of the õres and the dist¡ibutim of pore spac€x¡ deinonstrated the pote,ntial of the technigue to
distäguish rpå'if" inyScat characteristics of the concretes that influence performance. Howevetr, althougb the

þ

visualizations Ìt¡er€ very informative for çalitative characterizatic¡r of concretes, they did not produce çantitative dataIt was recognized that higb-resolution CT data clearly has the potential to p'rovide a complete description of the material
and geometrical makeup of an asphalt cûficrete cúe. Howevcr, exüacting such data form lhe imag€ry required
specialized, higb-p€rfmnance computational tools.
series of computer progreñs was urittc,n by the PI's in the Departmc,nt of Geological Sciences at IJT in tbe eady
1990's to address the similsr problem of extracting data on the size and locations of crystals in high-resolution CT scans
of rocks. These programs reçired processing each 2D CT image individually to determine crystal locations and sizes,
and subsequently stacking the interpreted sectisns to derive 3D information. Application was restricted to eçant (nearsph€rical) crystals. This technique produced high-quality data, but was v€ry time+onsuni¡g: a typical rock containing

A

2,000-lO,00O crystals would take several weeks to process firlly. lnsofa¡ as asphalt concretes have a much higber
proportion of objecs of interest, and because the shapes of aggregate particles are not well re,presented by a sphere, a new
approach was clearly necessafy. ln particular, advances in the processing spe€d and mcmo,ry csPacity of affordable
cmputers bought about the possibility of processing the data set with the aid of 3D visualization, rather than being
limited to workiag with one image at a time.

A number of commercially available software packages are able to extract objects from th¡eedimensimal data sets
(zuch as VoxBlast and Materialise). However, these produots are typically geared to extracting a faidy small nr¡mber of
relativeþ large objects from a data volume. Because of this, the tools fm separating objects in contact with each other
tend to É crrmter"o-e. Furthe,more, none of them calculated or recorded the full suite of data of interest, such as
csntact relatimships.
Thus, the ceirtral tbrust of this project was to create original computer software that would e,nable the desired
nblob analysis"
analysis. The program is called Blob3D, as it impleme,nts a 3D version of wbat is traditionally called a
for è><tacting óUjects from 2D images. For each type of object that is to be extracted from the data set (a particular
aggregate, ø void), the first prograÐ module is used identi$ u,üich voxels correspod to that conpment ! Process
knóurn as segmentation Then all contiguous sets of voxels of that t'?e are identified; these sets are called blobs- A'
single blob Jan contain many distinct objects that are in contact, so another program module is used to separate all
touching objects. This module currently relies on the user to make all decisions cmcerning hou'and uüe,lr to do
sçaration, io ensure data quality. Once this task is complete, a final module is used to erdract that data of interest
þarticle and void sizes, shapes, contacts, etc.).
The Blob3D prog.am was written in IDL, a high-level scientific data processing and vizualization progrernrning
e,nvironment created by Research Syste,ms, Inc. of Boulder, Colorado. The advantages of using IDL are that many image
processing and visualization algoriihms are provided as a part of the package, eliminating the need to reinvent the r¡ûeel

ior many of the graphical and calculatisn componcnts of the program. Fr¡rthermore, IDL imple'm€trts I very efficie'nt
array-orie,nted caiculation sche,me that greatly erihances processing speed for vel¡'metric data over what is possible in
most computer languages. Programs developed in IDL also have the pote,ntial to run on any pladorm -(Windows,
Macintosh, Linux, Unix), although minor incompatibilities may need to be resolved. The single drawback of using IDL
is that pote,ntial users of the program must purchase a ælpy of IDL; a run-time lice,nse that pemits programs to be run but
does not allow developme,nt of new software costs $300.

Iunovations in Blob3D include:
An enhanc€d volume-searching algmithm for locating and determining the exte,nt of regions of contiguous voxels,
which is signiñcantly faster eveir than the algorithm provided with IDL. The effrciency of this algorithm is such that
it makes Blob3D able to run v€ry quickly on relatively inexpensive cmPut€rs (<2000).
Original imple,mentations of noise reduction and edge e,nhance,ment filters that process three dimension¡l data, rather
than two dimensimal as is available in most popular image proc€ssing packages (Adobe Photoshop, NIH lmage).
These filters also automatically take into account voxel aspect ratio (where the distance betweeir pixels in each. CT
slice is not the salne as the distance betwee'n slices).
Original thresholding algorithms that use localized data featu¡es to improve the program's ability to correctþ
delineate objects.
Se,ni-automated separation of touching objects using an "erodey'dilaten schene, in rryhich a composite object is
shn¡nk uniformly along all of its surface until it splits into separate objects along thin necks, and the'n is regrorm
while keeping the se,parate objects distinct.
Manual separatim of touching objects with a user-entered cutting plane.

a
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Efficient and autmatic cut-off of growing blob regims so they don't swamp computer memory or Processing
capacity, e,nsuring continuous real-time perfcmanæ.
Effucie4t methods for extracting a number of unique threedime,nsimal paraneters, s¡ch as the locatim, sr¡rface area'
and nrmal direction of aggregate-agglegate cmtacts, and measures of th¡eedimensional aggregate shape and
orientation.

and techniç€s cm
Blob3D was also written with careful attentiou to make it easity extensible, so ne\il
user
and
easy-to-understand
cmsiste,nt
easily be adde4 both fiom the standpoint of prog:smming and of maintaining a
interface.

NT\¡ESTIGATION
OVERVIEW OF PROJDCT PROGRESS
previous investigations at UT with the FHTWA during 1997 and 1998, in which 33 asphalt concrete ccres were scanned,
of
established that high-resolution X-ray CT had the poiential to g€n€rate detailed data on asPhalt concret€s. The success
CT
an
induSrial
of
the
by
FTIWA
these pilot sn¡dies=led to the prc,posal for this project, and also to the acquisition
scanner witb the same desip as the UT instrument.

Following acceptance of the proposal fsr this project in the spring 9! trp, a three-phase plan wastreated for its
impleme,ntatiä. fi" initiat stage of thc project was dedicated to establishing the'njlerlþg. software architectr¡re' with
the goal of being able to handje sinplifrá test cases. The second phase was_ dedicated to €xpalTgn of program
ãp"õiiiti* to aüãrv it to deal with morê real-world situations, taking intõ account the variability that will be e'ncountered
when asphalt cmcretes with varying aggregate composition and shape are €,ncount€red' The third phase was to the'n use
the program in a srnall pilot project on a real set of asphalt concr€te cores.
the first stage of the project, the basic sch€me of dividing the computational task into three parts was
During--a
a
i-pt.--tø. The fi¡st part, segmentation, consisted of assiping elc! voxel in the data volume to
co¡rceir¡ed
was
t9s}
part
of
the
th9.
sepmd
seeÍxr€nt{,
compog€nt (aggregate t¡pe, void, matrii¡. Once tne e,ntire volume \Ã'as
r.,pË"ti*, tàËiãg ãtt r"t" of r*tiguous voxels of oach cmpon€nt and dividing them into distinct object. After thistask
these
is'completå, tle tiirO part of the piogram would extract the i¡fc¡rmation of interest from the processed data. Each of
the
establish
to
able
project,
we
weîe
the
of
stage
the
first
below.
During
detail
in
fünhä
discussed
is
divisions
three
The
octraction.
oãun program a¡chitecture, and imple.me,nted fi¡¡ctional versiq¡s of the modules fm segnentatim and

and labeled all regions of contiguous-voxels, but was not yet caPable of ñ¡rther Processing.
fcr
TËe graphical program interface for viewing ãnd interacting with volumetric data was creatc4 with fi¡nctionality
viewing along ortbogmal cut sr¡rfaces.

r",p"*ti- äo¿ut" identified

The second phase of the project saw furthe¡ progress for the segmentation module, Tü " number of new noise
reduction aad edge enhancem€rlt filters irnplernented, and a new thresholding method. The separatim module
progressed,'fO
and lñplemented manual separation using a surface erosic¡n sche,ne. The graphical interface was e¡rhanced
ti*,iog of objects using ibsurfaces. nuring the second panel meeting, th9 pTel me,nbers recommended
io piovide
scanning
a number of tests for-verification of frogram resr¡lts, consistiog of creating phantoms with knoum properties'
aohievedbe
would
results
expected
the
processing
to
€nsure
thern
the,n at the UT facility, aud
Soon after the second pauel meeting, it became apparent that the Prograq flow closeir in the early stages was Dot
optimal. Whereas we had origio"tty intä¿ø to segmät the enti¡e velums of data before se,paration began-(i.e-.assip
voxels migbt be
eäch voxel to a certain tpe oi mat'erial), it becamã appare,nt that during the separation proc€f¡s some
ln other
compme'ntto
some
other
be
reassigned
should
these
recopized as having been- allocated incorrectly, and ùãt
.,r-à'r, it.became cle'ar that s€,paratioD itself could be the final stage of a segmentation process. As a result' the program
of
architecture was changed so ihat once I cornponent was segmented, instead of proceeding directly to segm€'ntation
zubstantial
involved
change
This
first.
se'paration
go
througb
would
to
compone,rt
hãve
thé
other components,
reorganization many parts of the program

ln addition to the reorganization, great strides were achieved in all aspects of the program during the third-phase.
The speed of many aqpectJ of the program was inseased by deriving and impleme,nting an irnproved algorithn for
,""r"hiog and naipin! blobs in ttrå ¡O voh¡me. This improvein€nt in program performance proved to be the key to

making it practical to use the software on lower-cost syst€ms. Mqe new se8mentatim filters were imple'mented, and the
level of quality control m that module of the progrsm rose sipiñcantly. The separatiø module achieved fi¡ll
fimctionality, with semi-autmated erosion/dilatioa implemc,nted, as well as manual separatim þ defining a cutting
plane. Location and mea:iltrem€nt of contact points, contâct normals, and contact surface areas¡ was implemented iu the
extractioû module.

With help from Naga Shaúidhar of the E[I$/A nåo nade the phantoms, tbree verificatim t€sts n'€re doe during
the third phase, as docum€nted in more detail below. The first two tests vcrified that the calculatiø of contact points and
normals worked ccrectly, using phantoms consisting of glass spheres of identic¿l sÞe glued together with cubic and
hocagonal packing. The phantom fø tbe third test was made ûom spheres with a range of sÞes and was used to veri$
that the progrm could zuccesfirlty re,produce the grading of the spheres. Results were excellent fc all tests.
One important insight that was gained from the latt€r test, and from srbsequent atteinpts to process the higbresolutim CT imagcry of asphalt cqes obtained before the prdect t*g*, wai¡ the impcntauce of the voxel asP€ct ratio:
the ratio betwea the pixel spaci¡g (nnlpixel) in the slice images, and the spacing between slices. For almost all of the
CT data on etres, the pixel spacing was 0.283 mrn (a 145 mm field of view for each 5l2x5l2 pixel image), and the slice
spacing was 0.8 mm, resulting in an aspect ratio of almost 3:1. These parsmetÉrs were chosen at the time because they
rèsulted in clear slice images and good 3D visr¡alizations of the eoti¡e data sets, while allowing moro oores tobe sca¡ned
m the available budget by keeping per-oore costs down. However, the high resolutim observed i¡ the 2D images led to

fø

r¡n¡ealistic expectatims

Fig.

2). As a result,

u¡hat could be extracted

data

aggregates less than about 2

frm

the 3D data sets, because of the great disparity in resolution (see

fsr prwiously scanned cores will

need to be re-acquired

in order to

srccessfrrlly resolve

r"m in size.

Figurc 2. Example data from high-resolution X-ray CT scsn of asphalt conúTete csre. The le'fi figure shows a subaectim
ofã t¡pical imagé in the scan plane, with good resolution. The right figrue shows a view of the same data set sliced almg
orthog*al plane. The loss of resolutiòn in the z rlimensim (vertical in the rigbt-haad image) is caused þ the inter"n
slice spacing being almost three times as high as the inter-pixel spacing in the scan plane. Higher*eso-lgtiol data csn be
obtsined with the-scsnner, but takes lmger. The higb aspect ratio can Degatively impact the degree of detail obtainable
frcnn analysis of this data volume.

PROGRAM DESIGN
In this section we bniefly describe the different components of the Blob3D software. In addition to this sectim,
complete set of program docume,ntation for peorple interested in using the program is zupplied in an appeirdix.

I more

Nevigrtor
The Navigator (Fig. 3) is the central organizing unit of the program, ensuring thc proper flow of data tbrough its various
{1ees of processing. It is always prese,nt, regardless of nüat stage of processing is being perfømed. It begins
allowing the user to read in the CT data, as a set of individual TlFF-format image files. It the çeries the user for tbê
pixel and slice spacing of the data, followed by the names of the cmpcnents the uscr walts to oúraot from thc data
vslrrms. Once the data has been read in, the Navigator allows the user access to the various processing modules of the
program: Segment Separatg and Extract. The Navigator also organizes various other aspects of the program. It permits
the user to save and re-load the cr¡¡reirt state of the program from almost any point, allowing work io prograss to bc
It also keçs track of various user prefere,nces, such as the default size for data viewing windows.

þ

Figure 3. Navigator windows from two stages of pnogr"- executio!. Left window is shoum at program starnrp. Rigbt
window shows state afrer data has been loaded.
The Navigator window shoum in the le,ñ side of Figrue 3 is what the user sees imrnediately after the program is
up. The principal available option, shor¡m as the non-grayed button, is for the us€f, to "Load Tifrs', speciSing
where the data files that are to be processed reside. Once this is complete, the program directs that the user e,nter the
voxel dime,nsions, if neoessary, followed by the names of the components to be analped.
Añer the data entry process is complete, the Navigatø takes æ an appearance similar to that shorrl in the right side
of Figure 3. The original data entry buttons have bee,n g¡aye{ and the user is given the option to Segment any of the
componeruts that have bee,n specified. Once seerrer¡tation is complete fø a compone,nt, the Separate button fø that
compone'lrt is un-grayed, and the other segmentation buttms are grayed, until the separation is completed.
started

Segment
The Segment module provides the user with a series of tools to aid in the selection of which voxels in the data set belong

to a partiotlar cmpon€ßt. It implements a n'mb€,r of filters for smoothi¡g the data, enhancing edges, adjusting
brrightness and contrast, defining both voh'me-wide and local mechanisms for mapping grayscale ranges to the object of
interest, and removing holes and islands from the thresholded data. It imple,me,nts these filters in a scheme that allows the
us€r to see how the results of the processing map back to the original data, to heþ e,nsure a correct result. It maintai¡s a
standard object-oriented graphics pipeline that ensures that all display windows are up to date, even wie,lr the paremetetrs
of a filter used early in the process impact the input and output for later filters.

An example

Segme'lrt module interface window is shor¡m on lefr side of Figure

shows the list of ftlt€rs that have beeir used thr¡s

far. The'Add filt€r"

4,

Tbe "sepe,ntatim steps'section

dro'p list allows the user to add filters at any stage
*R€rmove",
of the pipeline; the 'Edit",
"Deselect" and a¡¡ow buttons allow the us€r to change, delete, and rearrange the
filters in the list. At all stages, the list and buttons are mnintained in the correct state so the user can mly do actions tbat
are reasonable given the curent prog¡am stste. The "Di¡plaf button allows the user to bring up a window that shows
the result of processing with whichever frlter in the steps list is cr¡rrently selected. If tbe "lnteractive displa¡l' box is
checked when a viewer is brought up, the viewer updates while filter paramet€,Ís are being e,ntered, so that the user can
interactively see the effects of varying the parameters. Each filter has its or¡m set of parameters that must be entered to
sp€cify how it is to o<ecute its calculations. An example data e,ntry window fm the Th¡eshold filter is shown in therighthand window in Figure 4.

Figure

4.

Segmentation module windows. The lefr window manages the segme,ntaticn process, wtrile the right window
is an example of a parnmeter entry window fø a segme,lrtation filter.

In øder to be able to quickly show the user the results of processing without having to perfum calculatims on all of
the l0's to lOo's of megab¡es that comprise a tlpical data set, a sr¡b-vol'me is extracted from the data for processing
u¡hile the user decides upon the c'ptimal set of filters. The exte,nt of this sub-vol"me can be accessed and changed using
the triangle button on the bottom of the segmentation window.
There a¡e three basic categories of filters curre,atly impleinented. The first set takes grayscale CT data as input and
provides grayscale data as output. These filters include "Adjust Levels" for enhancing data contrast, "Gaussian 2D
Smoothing", "Gaussian 3D Smoothing- and "Median Smoothing" fm noise reductim, and 'Edge Enhance,ment" to
sharpeir the boundaries of objects in the images. All exce,pt "Gaussian 2D- are impleoented so they prooess data in 3D,
and correctly account fu the voxel aspect ratio. The second categry offilters takes grayscale data as input and provides
binary, or black-and-vihite, data as output. Once the data have passed througb one of these filters, voxels appearing as
uùite are treated as belonging to the component being segmented, uihile black voxels are excluded from it. The basic
segmentation scherne is "Grayscale Range," which maps a range of grayscale values to white and leaves the rest as blaok,
a þro""s" also known as thresholding. Two additional filters expand on this firnctionality to incorpoate additional
*Seoded
GS Range" maps to any white any vocel within a certain grayscale range
information into the segmentatim.
provided that it is directly or indirectly in contact with voxels with grayscale in a special seed range. "Expanding GS
Range' was customd""iped to take advantage of an idioqæcrasy of CT data: rather than having distinct boundaries, all
objects blur into each other to some extent because of the finite resolution of the data, and because of 'þartial-volume
effects" which come about because the volune encompassed by a voxel may contain more than one compone,nt, a¡d in
such cases the grayscale of that voxel will be some av€rage of the grayscales for those two cmpone,lrts' As a result,
voxels nea¡ the propsr boundary for an object will tend to have lower grayscales than voxels at the center. The
speciffing me "c€ntral' range of grayscales to
Expanding GS Range filter allows this situation to be accounted for
wtrich
voxels
may be selected if they are with_in_¿ c€rtain
in
"expand"
an
additional
range
maþ to rryhite, followed
distance of "c,e,ntral" voxels. This has proven to be one of our most successful filters. The final category of filter takes
binary data as input and produces binary data as output. These include "R€,stove Holes" and "Remove Islands", to
change the classification of s¡nall clu$ers of voxels.
Ã segmentation may be considered complete when the data that result from processing are binary rather than
grayscale (Fig. 5a). Once the processing has reached this stage, the user can compare this result to the original grayscale
CT d"ta in a special viewing window (Fig. 5b). Once the user is satisfied that the match is acceptable, the Segme'nt
window is closed, and the entire data set is processed using the selected set of filters aud their paramet€'Ís.

þ

þ

(b)
.Acompone,nt segmentation can be colsi-dered complete once the data is reduced from grayscale to binary.
The left window shows a bioary image, and the right vdnaow shows the corresponding pixels superimposed
over the

Ifg*"-S.

ffiigt¡at grayscale data in pi"t
Sepreúc

The Se,parate module finds all blobs (ses of contiguous vo<els
belonging to a single compoaent), and eirables the user to
sp€sify whether each blob consists of me or mone distinct
objects. A set of tools allows the user to allocate each voxel
'rÀ'ithin a blob to a particular componetrt, includiag manual a¡d
se,m,i-automated erosion/dilation, and manual e,ntry of a dividing
plane.

Tbc

Scparate module commenqes by sysematically
until it finds a voxel belonging to thê

searching the data vol 'me

comaonent in question that has not been proce.csed yet. Starting

with this voxel,

it

then searches the volume to find all

contiguous voxels. This set of voxels, called a blob, is then
shown to the user for evaluation. The user can either acoept it as
a single object, reject (in rvùich case the voxels become
unclassified and may be re-se€mented as a differe,nt cmpone,nt
at a future step),
begin to zubdivide it using the available
tools. Once the blob is completely processed, the Segment
module continues its traverse of the data volune until the ne¡d
usprocessed voxel is e,ncountered, until finally the process is

it

c

complete.

6 to the left shows the Separate module cætrol
which grves the user aooess to all curreirtly

Figure

ú9otr,

ii

imple,mented separation techniques. At the top of the window
a selector allowing the user to choose which mode of se,paration

to employ. Aside from the "Manual'mode that is depicted in
the figure and described here, there is also an option that allows
the all blobs to be treated automatically as single objects; zuch
an option may be chosen whe,n one is processing voids, for
example, as there is probably no reason for them to go through a
separation st€,p. Below is the series of cmtrols that imple,ment
the erosion/dilate sche,ne of se,paration, both manually and se,miautomatica[y. These are followed by the controls thst allow
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manual cutting plane definition. Ne:<t is a series of c,mtrols for accepting, rejecting, and postpo,ing Processing str the
blobs. These are followed by controls to opelr display windows of the seorneirted data being separated, along with the
cmresponding volume from the original unprocessed grayscale data.
Erosion/dilation works þ progressively re,moving voxels on the outer margins of a blob. This has the efrect of
causing objects to break apart at neclcs where the thickness of the object is at a minimun (Fig 7). Once a certain nr¡mber
of erosion steps has besr executed and the original blob is bnoken into a uumber of zub-blobs, a dilation o'peration is
performe4 in n'hich all of the voxels that were eroded away are reapportimed to one of the subblobs. The result is often
a natwal, well-placed se,paration. Erosio¡/dilate has been imple,mented to either allow the user to erode one step at a time
and inspect the result before dilating, or to simply do a set number of erosions and then redilating and displaying the end

result The sub-'blobs that result

can be accepted,

rejectd or postponed individually or as a group.

steps showing separation þ erosiø/dilatim. The first image shows a blob consisting of a pair of objccts
that need to be separated. The secmd shows the same blob after a single erosion step. The third image shows theresult
of a secoad erosion step. The blob has pinched ofr along the narrow necþ and the t\¡ro objects have been scparated. In
the fourth image the dilation ñrnctim has been used, re-appøtioning alt voxels in the original blob to the two objects.

Flgurc ?. Four

þ

Plane defrnition wqks
allowing the user to click three poins oa any object in the display window and using the'n
to defrne a plane, which then s€parat€s the blob into two and perhaps more sub.blobs, depeirding on the shape of the blob
and the orie,ntation of the plane.

Figure

8.

Separation module display indicating that the blob was cut offbefore growing too large
to handle e,ffectively.

fc

computer resources

One special feature in the Segment module acoounts for the possibility that a single blob can span much or all of the
data volune. I¡ such a case, the single blob c¿n grow to be up to lO's of lvlb in size. Such blobs would take a long time

to frrlly map out, and require enteirsive computation time and graphics resources to display. Rather than slowing the

l0

progfam to a crawl whc,n such blobs are e,ncormtered, Sçarate imple,ments a very faS sche,me that causes a blob to stop
growing once it reaches a user-defined size. This allows the cut-offblob to be processed rvàile the computer's processing
speed and graphics and me,nory resouroes still permit reasonably effrcient processing. The user is wa¡ned rrþ6¡ this
fi¡nction is triggered þ a series of red lines in the display window ma¡king which faces of the blob volr¡me wcre cut ofr
(Fig. 8). Añer some separation has bee,n done, program fr¡nctiqos a¡e the,n provided to automatically postpoe the
processing of any sub-blobs that intersect cut boundaries, allowing the applicable voxels to be processed at a later time
aff,er voxels m the far side of the cut faoe can be included with the,n.
The Separate module also calculates data conc€rning blobs and zub-blobs that rnay be of use to the user in making
decisistrs about the data. Tbese include the volume, sidace area, surface-to-volume ratio, and sphere-normalized
surface-to-volume ratio. The last is a calculatim original to this program (to the best of or¡r knowledge) that has the
advantage of scaling to aay object sÞo, unlike the surface to voh¡me ratiq uihich can vary with radius (or wen radius
units, giving difrerei¡t aûswers if inches aod millimeters are used).

E¡frect
The Extract module is used to take a partially or fully segmezrted and sçarated data set and derive data of interest. It can
be run onoe any cmponeirt has b€€n separated, althougb measurenents can only be made on compme,nts that have gme
tbrough the Separate module.
Two basic types of information can be octracted: data intrinsic to each oþect (volume, surface ar€a, shap'e, ceirter of
mass, mientation, etc.) and data about the relationships be¡reen objects (contact poi¡ts, cmtact ûømals, contact s¡rface
areas). For each tSpe of data, the user simply selects rvhich compoD€,Bts to derive rryhich tlpes of data ùm, and the
program proceeds. The data are wrineir to a tab-delimited toct file that is readable in any stando¡d spreadsheet cwødproc€ssing program.

VERIFICATION
A series of tests were performed to veri$ that the program procedure and calculations produce reliable results. The first
pair of tests verified that the calculations of contact properties are correct, and that the correct n'mber of objects was
detected. The third test verified that the program could re,produce the grading characteristics of a sample, and to
successfrrlly process I s'mple with subtly different compoents.
Heragonel and Cublc Packing
The phantorns used for these tests were made by Dr. Naga Shashidhar of the FHWA, and are shown in Figue 9. Each
consists of a series of uniformly sized marbles glued together with differeirt modes of packing: cubic, where each marble
is in contact with up to six others in the orthogonal directions, and hexagonal, in which each marble may be in contact
with up to twelve others.

u

the rigbt has hercagmal packing.

Both phantoms rv€re scanned at the University of Texas, and grocessed using thenturrent versions of the Blob3D
'scanning
,""r pofor-"d þ Dr. Richard'Kecham, and piocessing was done þ.Chrna Meth and Dr' Richard
softrrare.
Ketcham. Segpdtation and se,paraúoa of each sample was straigbtfmward, due to the simplicity of the material'

50

100

Flgure l0: Distribution of marble sizes i¡ cubic packing phantom

t'¡n- This matches well with
Figure l0 shows the distribution of marble sizes detected. The meau radius is 9,2i
at least partly caused by true
and
small,
calipeimeasurements of the marbles theinselves. The variation obssrved is
uniform.
nor
round
variãtion in the marbles the.mselves, as they are neilher strictly
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Figure l1: Bubble pld of contact normal inform*ion for cubic phantom. Bubble locaticmsreflect direction (latitude and
longitude), and bubble sizesreflect surface a¡ea ofcontact.
Figure I I shows the digribution of cmtact normals. The result is as expected, with almost all cmtact nømals either
al zero latitude and ofsst 90 degrees from each oth€r, or at nearly 90 degrees latitude. A small number of spurious
meas'ur€ments are ap,pare,nt and easily detectable from their small surface area relatir¡e to the others. The spurious
measr¡remeuts may be due to operator e¡Tor, or may be due to a minor progrf,rn bug that has sincc been fixed. The
variation in normal locatims is partly due to the phantom itsef being sligbtly irregular.

o

E

E¡

o

100

longlûde
areas fm hexagonal packing phantm. Bubble locations reflest
direction (latitude and longitude), and bubble sizes reflect surface area ofcontact.

Figure 12: Bubble plot of cmtact normals and surface

Figure 12 shows the results for the analysis of the hexagonal packing phantom. Once again the results are

as

expected, with three difrere¡rt populations each at zero and 60 degrees latitude, spaced at 60degree longitude incre,ments.
Once again, the inegularity is in part due to slight imperfections in the phantom.

l3

Ç¡¡dlng
Another sample prduced

þ

Dr. Naga Shashidhar at FH!ù/A was used to test how well the program caû reproduoe
The phantom consisted of a 6-inch diametcr cylinder, with thousaads of glass spheres of varior¡s sizes
ranging from I rrrm to 12 nm in diameter, held together by an asphalt binder. The sample was scanned at very high
resolution, with a 1024x1024 reconstruction of a 140 mm field of view and an inter-slice spacing of 0.4 mm. A¡
sxnmpl€ from this data is shonm in Figure 13. A complete review of the processing of this sample is give,n in the nent
section ofthis report.
Processing resr¡lts are give,n in Table
The size measure,nents of the spheres vary slightly frm the manufactur€r
specifications. This is due in part to some variation in the spheres. There also may have been some degree of operator
error in selecting the correot grayscale ranges for segme,ntation. It is possible that there are subtle biasing effects induced
during the segmentation process. When a compme,nt is processed, it is advantageous to minimize the nrmber of voxels
frm other compon€nts that a¡e included in the segmentati@, so grayscale ranges are selected that are less likely to
include unwanted voxels. This would tend to bias results towards making components i¡clude fewer voxels than wor¡ld
be ideal. In this study, all comp@€,îts had measured me¿n radii sligbtly smaller than anticipated, although in all cases
the errms were s,nall (.5%). The extent of variation in the 6.25 ññ oomponent probably reflects true variatim in the
materials.
semple

gading.

l.

able

l. Results of

Manufacturer
sDecified radius fmm)

l.l5-1.30
2,5
5.0
6.25

of

G

Meatr messur€d
radius fmm)

l.ll

Un$Dal
pradins (wt.

o/o\

Measured grading (wt. %)
(side contacts not included)

Measured grading (wt. %)
(side contacts included)

*0.12

r8.2

25.O

t9.o

2.39 * 0.03
4.79 +0.03
6.15 + 0.20

36.4
25.4

41.8
r5.3

37.4

zo.o

t7.8

43.6

ln order to be able to cmplete the analysis of the phantom in a reass¡able ¡mount of time, only a zub'vohrme of the
cornplAe CT data set rvas processed. Although a large statistical sample was take,n (over 8,300 spheres were measured),
the c,onfrned volume leads to potential biases in the resulÇ as larger spheres are more likely to be truncated by the edges
sf ths vshrme. As a result, tbe grading estimated from using only spheres e,ntirely e,nclosed within the subvoh¡me (Table
I, Column 4) is more heavily weighted towards the smaller fractions. However, because the three difrere,nt component
tl?€s \4'€re distinguished during segmeirtatim, it is possible to include truDcated spheres in the calculatiø, although the
largest two size ftactions have to be combined. The result, given in Table I Colum¡ 5, shows excellent agreeme,nt with
the expected values in Column 3r with all th¡ee results \¡¡ithiû 2%.

EXAIIIPLE ITATA PROCESSING

To de¡nonstrate a cmplete prog'¡m run to prooess s snmpl€, we docume,nt here the ste,ps take'n to do the third
verification test, of the phantom with graded spheres. The processing involved seEmentation and sçaration of three
different components: glass spheres of various sizes a¡d grayscales, the latter probably reflecting zubtly difrerent glass
compositions
It was for¡nd to be very advantageous to be able to segregate the three compone,nts from each other and process them
in isolation. With the completim of each componezrt, processing the remaining mes became progressively simpler. It is
clear that a "divide and conquer" strategy will ofren be preferable to att€rnpting to proc€ss all types ofaggregate in the
volume at the same time.

t4

Example CT data from G3

An example of the original data is shown in Figrre 13. The spheres have two distinct grayscales, with brighter ones
at about 5 mm in diameter, and darker snes at larger and s¡naller sizes. There are 5 size classes in the sample, with radü
of 0.6 m-, 1.2 mn, 2.5 mm,5 mm, and 6.25 mm. All size classes can be distinguished in the figure. However, becsuse
the scan slice spacing was large compared to the pixel spacing, the snrallest size class can¡ot be distinguished in the z
dime'nsion, and thus could not be reliably analped. The two largest size classes are indistinguishable on the basis of
grayscale, so thcy were treated as a single class. The secmd mallest size class is subtþ difrerent frsm the largest ones,
so u¡e rilere able to treat it sçarately. The bright spheres are clearly distinguishable from the others. ftus, tháe were a
total three comPon€r¡ts to be processed. Because it was the most distinct, the fir$ componelrt to be processed was the
brright spheres. The seÊmentatim stçs were:

l)
2)

Gaussian3D, blurring radir¡s: 5.0
Th¡eshold, 201-255, Expand
4 into 162-255

þ

The fnst st€p was used to decre¿se the level of uoise in the data. The second step uses an etçanding threshold, in rrytich
the fnst grayscale range captures the centers ofthe desired spheres, and the second allows the selected area to expand into
the surrounding regions to capture the bormdary voxels. The resulting segmeirtation is shown in Figrue 14.

Figure 14. Segmentation of frrst component, the b'righter spheres in Figu¡e 13. Pink
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areas de,note selected voxels.

As can b€ seen, this segme,ntatim was quite robust, and little

suaigbtforward. An example is shoum in Figure

separatioa was done

þ

foreip material was included- The separation

was thus

15.

semi-automated erosion/dilation $'ith 3 erosion stcps.

The second componcnt to be proccss,ed was thc larger spheres. Becausc they had grayscalcs very similar to thc
smaller size fractioni, a segme,ntation that excluded the smaller fraction was impossible. However, because of subtle
differences in mean grayscale the two compon€nts could also not be accurately segTented with identical parlTaers.
Thus, filter p"r"-"tãs were optimized to þocess the larger fraction, and the smaller fraction was removed during
separation. The seeme,ntatim steps were:

l)
2)
3)
4)

Re,move se,parated

cmpments, inñU with 0

AdjustLevels, lnput 125, 1.00,200
Gaussian3D, blurring radius: 3.0
Threshol{ lg6-255,Expand by 4 in to 147-255

The first filter removes all previously separated compon€nts, overwriting thEir voxels with a constant grayscale
value. The second adjusts the grayscale levels of the volume, in order to increase contrasts. The thi¡d filter ¡e'moves
noise, and the fourth defrnes arexpanding th¡eshold, as defined above. Note that the grayscale values selected fu the
thresholding are not directly comparable tõ those used for the prwious segmentation, because the underlying grayscales
were changed. A¡ interrrediate stage and the final segme,ntation are shown in Figure 16.

l6

rigbt figue shows the final segmentation superimposed on the original data, with selected voxels in pink. Small spheres
are also included in the segme,ntation, but were easily removed during sçaratim because of the size difference.
The se'paration process was somewhat møe labor-intensive than for the first compone,nt, because of the additional
work required to exclude the smaller spheres that were included in the segmentation. A t¡pical series of steps is shoum in

Figure

17.

Flgurc 17. A series of segmentation ste,ps fø the large sphere component of G3. A typical starting situatim is shorr¡ in
the first picture, in which a large volume contains many large and snall spheres. The red frame indicates that the sides of
the blob have been cut off. The second figure shows the resr¡lt of an erodey'dilate operation, resulting in a higb degree of
separation. The third figure shows the result after all sub-blobs intersecting cut faces have bee,n postpone{ as well as all
large spheres. These re'maining surall spheres could their be rcjected c,o masse. As a resul! later processing of onc of the
large spheres, as shoum in the fourth figure, is greatly simplified.
The third compment was relatively straighforward to segment, as most objects with similar grayscales had already
stçs take,n were very similar to those for the large sphere compm€nt:

been processed. The

l) Re,move s€parate compoD€,nt, infill with 0
2) AdjustLevels, Input 100, 1.00,200
3) Gaussian3D, blurring radius: 4.5
4) Th¡eshold, 178-255,expand þ 2 into l3l-255
Note that the threshold levels used can be directly conrpared to those used for the second cornpone,nt, as the grayscales
were shifted using the sane parameters. The included grayscales are slíghtly lower, owing to the spheres being slightly
darker. Intermediate and final st€,ps are shown in Figure 18.
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components have b€etr re,moved. Rigbt figure shows final segnentation superinpæed over original data-

Ibe separatioa of tbe final c,ompouent was straightforward, but slso quite tine-consuming as ov€r 6,00O spbercs
were prese,nt in the data volume, and each had to be inspected and approved by the op€ratü. A snall number of the
smaller spheres were recopized a¡d re,noved.
ln all, the processing ide,ntified and meas¡red 8343 spheres, and required aprproximateþ 2l hours to cmplete. Thus
the time required was approximately 9 seconds per sphere, althougb difrerent sphere populatims required differeot
amounts of processing. This oolnpares vcry favorably with the PIs' praniotrs experie,nce using 2D-based tools to proccss
CT imagery of crysalline rooks, fon rryhich a similar number of crystals would have take,n weeks to process fully.
ASSESSMENT OF IYEED FOR FUTT]RE WORK
While it has been deinonstrated that the Blob3D software is capable of producing higb-çality data, there remains roqm
for improveznent in allowing it to bener handle the variability that will be present in asphalt concretes, *¿ ¡qI'naking its
use easier, faster, and more effrcie,nt. A net processing time of approxinately 9 seconds per object in a data velrrms
r€preserits a vast improveme,lrt over an¡hing previously possible, but is still rather slow if a large number of cores are to
be processed. While increased user familiarity rvith the prograrn should le¿d to more efftcie,nt processing, this may be
offset by the increased dificulty of processing coren with irregular and inhomogenoous rosks frag¡ne'nts. Desirable
program improve,ments wor¡ld include implernenting an Undo capability in the Segme,ot module, and e,nabling automatic
acc€ptanc€ and/or rejectim of blobs or subblobs according to user-selected measure,me,nts. In additim, mme
sophisticated methods for data processing and tbrestrolding would likely rezult in zubstantial time savings. In the longer
t€f,m, it would be desirable to progressivd automate the processing so as to minimize the need for huma¡ interr¡entio.
This would require considerable worls, and much experie,nce dealing with nan¡ral materials, to be able to establish the
kinds of criteria automated processing would require.

PLA¡IS FOR IMPLEMEIYTATION
The next stage of developme,nt of this technology will take place at the Turner-Fairbank Highway Research Ce'nter of the
FHWA, where an industrial CT scanner has been procured and installed in order to begin syste'natic investigation of cue
samples from experime,ntal mixers and from field tests, such as WesTrack.
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CONCLUSIONS
This project has created the technical capability to revolutionize the way in which asphalt concrete pavem€lrts are

evaluated and desiped. What is now required is a systematic study to establish a knowledge base fo¡ the optimal ways
in which this technology cm be used- A series of cøes from field tests and expe,rime,ntal mixers should be sca¡ned a¡d
processed to begin to develcp this knowledge base. Important questions to be answered inch¡de:

o
¡
o
e
r

How caû paremeters obtained from this analysis best be ¡elated to pav€,Bent performance?
Are there additional parameters that are obtainable from these data that would be of use?
What characteristics of asphalt concretes can increase or decrease the quality of this analysis?
\Uhat size classes of aggregate particles are D€c€ssary fcn obtainiug use,firl predictive results?
What is the resolutim of scan data reguired to aclieve the detail necessar5f?

Personnel at the Tu¡ner-Fai¡bank Higbway Research Ce,nter of the FFIWA have had the fore.sight to put into place tbe
infrastrucn¡¡e necessary to oornme,nc€ such a stud¡ having obtained an industrial CT scanner, a set of useft¡l samples, and
researchers with expertise in pave,me,lrt d"sign and mechanics.
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APPENDIX: BLOB3D DOCLJMENTATION
For version as of 7127100.

BLOB3D PROGIESS
The Blob3D Progress window guides the user through the Blob3D process in the conect order. A button will
only be highligbted when that step can be taken The fi¡st three steps instruct the program which frles to use (Load Tiffs),
how to reconstruct the images (State Voxel Dimensions), and of the corryonents in the imâges (List Conryonents). .A,fter
listing the corryonents they will appear listed in the Blob3D Progress window followed by the steps needed to process
each coryonenÍ Segment Separate, and Extact
Segment divides the irnage into two regions: those corresponding to the coryonent and those not corresponding
to the corrponent. Only one corrponent can be segmented at a time and it must be evaluated in Separate before
segmenting the next conponent

will identiff

each th¡ee-dimensional continuous area of voxels (a blob) as allocated in Segment. Each
if it is a single object or if it is nnrltiple objects. Multiple objects can be separated
into individual objects. Sometimes the blobs do not represent thc conponent, these voxels a¡e removed from the
cotrponent and sent back to be segmented with the next coryonent
Separate

blob must be evaluated to determine

Extact calculates the desired information Êom the objects identified. The inforrnation can be either about
individual objects (e.g. volume distribution) or about relationships between objecs (e.g. gain contacts). Extact can take
one or all of the corryonents separated into considerationFile Menu
Save State
Saves the cr¡rrent stage of progress of Blob3D.

Load State
Loads a previously saved stage of Blob3D.

Preferences

The preferences window allows alteration of the size of the display windows for separation and segmentation.
An exarrple value is 400 pixels. The maximum volume of voxels to process in sçarate can also 6s shanged. An
exaryle value is 500,000 voxels.

Load Tiffs
Select the folder containing the TIFF files to be processed. They must be in alpbabetical order with the suffx

'.tif'.
List Components

Tlpe the name of each conponent (e.g., matrix, garnet, pebbles, voids) that you will segment in a separate field
box leaving unused fields blank. There is a maximum of 7 corrponents and Conponent 0 is defaulted as the Matrix.
After naming the conponents they will appear listed in the Blob3D Progress window followed by the three steps needed
to process each conponenü Segment, Separate, and Extact
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St¡te Vo¡el Dimensions
The inter-pixel spacing and inter-slice spacing rn¡st be entered for reconstt¡ction of the CT slices. Inter-pixel
spacing is calculated by dividing the field of reconstruction by rhe number of pixels in the freld. The inter-slic"
,p"liirg i,
the slice increment during 5çanning. This information is saved in the file çsnta;r,¡r,g the tifr files, so it
only o"åd, to b"
entered the fi¡st time a set of tiffs is loaded.

SEGMEITT
Segment divides the voxels of an image into two regions (those conesponding to the conponent
and those not
coresponrling to the corryonent) based on grayscale value. This is acconplished by ãpplying a fiiter to the image
that
results in a binary image. Filters can also be applied to reduce the amounfof noise in ine-i*g".. It is ofren
ea.siest to
segment the most distinct corryonent fus! such as the one with the higbest grayæcale value.

Segmentation Steps
The Segmentation Steps text box will list the filters in the order they are applied to the images.

Adding filters
Filters (discussed in more detail below) a¡e added to the list of segmentation steps by using the drop list box and
-the
thgn
o"w frlte, will be
lelecting the desired filter. A window will then appear to input the parameten for tbat hlter.
added in the sequence of steps following the step that is highlightäa at t¡e time the new filter is added.
To add a filter to

the beginning of the sequence

of segmentation steps, click-on the "Deselect" button before adding the new filær.
Remove Previous Conp-onents and smoothing filters (Adjust Levels, Median g¡¡osrhing, 2D Gaussiai g¡¡sething,
3D
G_aussian Smoothing, Edge Enhancement), which reduce noise in the irnage, can only bã added
before th¡eshold Ëlten
(Grayscale Range, Expanding GS Range, Seeded GS Range) which produõe binary itrog"..
The Removing Islands and
Removing Holes filten can only be applied afrer threshold filters.
Removing filters
Filters can be removed from the list of segmentation steps by selecting the filter to remove and then clicking the

"Remove" button.

Editing filter parameters
The parameters of a particular filter can be edited either by double clicking the filter in the list of segmentation
filter in the list of segrnentation steps and then clicking thc "Eclit'button. The order of tñe filten in
the list of steps can be changed by selecting the frlter to be moved and then clicking on the up or don¿r
buttoo to
move it to the desired location.
"rro*
steps, or selecting the

Display
The display button
selected, the display button

will display a sub-volume of the data set. If there aren't any segmentation steps or none are
will open a window-showing the original data. If a segmentatioã step is selected, the display

button will open a window showing the data after being procesled by the fust stf tlrough ttreìtep that is setected.
e
window showing the original data u/ill also be opened if it has not âheady been displayid. Morð then one pro."rr"J
window can be displayed on the screen at the same time. If the parameters of a filtei ¿¡s 6ra"ged, the filter lùil reflect
1¡g çhanges after the çhanges have been accepted. Subsequent iegmentation steps will also bã automatically
updated.
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Processed windows will automatically reflect shanges
interactive display button is checked-

to the parameters of the filter as they are being made

if

the

Changing the Sub-Volume
To view the slices of the sub-volume dþlaye{ click on the triangle button located in the bottom left of the
segmentation window. To adjust the sub-volume displayed, click the "Change" button. The "Full", "Half', "1/3", and
"l/4" buttons will automatically change the slice numbers to display that fraction of the data set. The slice numbers
displayed can be changed manually by typitrg the desired nusùers into the text field boxes.

Filters

Adjust Levels
The Adjust Levels filter increases brighhess and contrast of the image by revising the rânge of grayscale values.
The parameters window displays a histogram of the original gra¡acale values and tluee field boxes for the Input Levels
entered by the user. The first value is the gra¡acale value in the original irnage that u/ill be set to 0 in the processed
image. The second value determines the midpoint of the revised histograrn Tbe third value is the grayscale value i¡ the
original image that will be set to 255 in the processed image. After each value is entered a red line will appear on the
histogram showing the position of the value entered relative to the original grayscale histograrn The Adjust Levels filter
will appear in the segmentation steps a¡¡ "Adjust Levels, Inpuù lowervalue#, midpoin#, uppervalue#."

Median Smoothing
The Median Smoothing filter is used to reduce noise in the images with minimal alteration of the geometry of
the objects. The Median Smoothing filter replaces a voxel with a grayscale value equal to the median of the grayscale
values of the voxels around it. The median is determined from a roughly square box centered on the original voxel with
an edge length of (2r+1), where r is the radius chosen by the user. The Median Smoothing filter be repetitively applied to
the image by change the "Times to repeat" scroll ba¡. The larger the edge length and times repeated, the more the noise
will be reduced and the more the image will appear smoothed. The Medain $¡¡ssthing filter can be applied in th¡ee
dimensions by checking tl e "3D" box in the parameters window. The filter can only be applied in three dimensions if the
radius of the examination box is larger then the aspect ratio. The Median $¡¡ssthing filter will appear in the
segmentation steps as "Median, radius: r, reps: #, 3D", where r is the chosen radius value.

Gaussianfilters
Gaussian filters cau be applied in either 2 dimensions or 3 dimensions. They reduce noise in the image much
quicker tha¡ the Median $¡¡ssthing filter, but may be more likely to alter the geometry of the object. Gaussian filters
have weighs specified by the probability density flrnction of a Gaussian, or Normal, distibution The filter is applied
over an area determined from the pixel length entered by the user. The larger the bluning radius, the more the noise will
be reduced. The Gaussian filters appear in the segmentation steps as "Gaussian2D, blurring radius: #', where # is the
pixel length chosen

Edge enhancement

The Edge enhancement filter er¡hances the edges of the objects by lightening the edges while darkening the rest

of the image. The pararieters window allows the user to adjust the degree of the edge snhanc6¡¡s¡1 as well as the
examination area over which the enhancement is applied through two scroll ba¡s. The higher the Degree entered, the
more enhanced the edges will appear. The higher the radius, the greater the area examined to apply the enhancement.
The Edge enhancement filter will appear in the segmentat¡on steps as "Sharpen, deg: #; rad: f', where # is the degree of
enhancement and r is the radius of the examination box
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Remove Separated Componenß

Remove Separated Corryonents replaces voxels allocated to previously separated conponents with a grapcale
It is often beneficial to choose a value simila¡ to the matrix value or corponent not-being

value chosen by the user.
segmented-

Grayscale Range

This filter allocates voxels to the corrponent if they f¿lt yithin a specific th¡eshold gralæcale ¡ange and excludes
them if they do nol The user inputs the bottom and top of the range either by entering them in Oe ¡èlA boxes or by
moving the scroll bars to the desi¡ed value.
Because CI is inherently blurry, the borurdary between an object and its surroundings is alwap gradational.
Thus there will be a drop-off in grayscales at the edge of an object. The grayscale that will result in the most accurate
depiction of an object is midway between the average grayscale of an object and the avemge gra¡æcale of what su¡ror¡¡ds
it. For exanple if an object h"s a grayscale of 200 and the surrounding material has a grayscale of 120, then the correct
value is 160.

-

The Grayscale Range filter will appear in the segmentation steps as "Threshold, bottom#
top#", where top# is
the value for the top of the range and bottom# is the value for the bottom of the rânge. The Grayscale Range frltei will
produce a binary image uåere white corresponds to voxels tbåt will be designated to the corryonent, and black
conesponds to voxels that will be segmented in the corryonenl

Expanding GS Range

The Expanding Gralæcale (GS) Range begins by allocating voxels çrithin a threshold grapcale range. It then
will expand to continuor¡s a¡eas of voxels by an amount specified by the user as long as the expanded voxels a¡e within
additional bounds set by the user. The purpose of this filter is to allow easy segmentatiou of objects that have average
grayscale ranges that are distinct from thei¡ neighbors but the values of their margins overlap those of their neigbbors.

The filter will appear in the segmentation steps as "Threshold, bottom# - top#, Expand by # into bottom$ Expanding GS Range filter will produce a binary image where white conesponds to voxels that are
desiCnated as the corponent while black corresponds to voxels that are not part of the coqonent.

top#." The

Seeded GS Range

The Seeded Grayscale (GS) Range is similar to the Grayscale Range except it takes into account a "seed"
value. A voxel to be allocated to the conponent mr¡st be within the th¡eshold range and be connected to a
voxel with a value within the "seed's" grayscale range. The seed cannot have a lower value than the threshold range.
The user must inPut the top and bottom of the th¡eshold range, as well as the top and bottom of the "seed" range. The
filter will appear in the segmentation steps as "seeded Threshold, bottom# - top#, seed:bottom# - top#." Ths Seeded
Grayscale Range filter will produce a binary image where white corresponds to voxels that a¡e designated as the
gra¡rscale

conponent while black conesponds to voxels that a¡e not part of the conponent.

Remove Islands

The Remove Islands filter will reduce or remove small a¡eas of voxels designated to the corrponent (white) that
are su¡rounded by areas of non-corrponent voxels (black). To fi¡d the islands, an a¡ea \ ¡ithin a specific box size is
examined. The user inputs the length of the edge of the examination box. A larger edge length will remove larger islands
then a smaller edge lengt\ but a large edge length migbt also smooth the edges of the conponent that is not removed.
The Remove Islands filter will appear in the segmentation steps as "Remove Holes, edge: #", where # is the edge length.
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Remove Holes

The Remove Holes filter does the opposite of the Remove Islands. It removes or reduces small areas of noncorrponent voxels (black) from areas surrounded by corryonent voxels (white). To frnd the holes, an area within a
specific box size is examined. The user inputs the length of the edge of the box. A larger edge length will remove larger
islands then a srnaller edge lengfh will, but a large edge length might also smooth the edges of the conponent that is not
removed. The Remove Islands filter will appea¡ in the segmentation steps as "Remove Islands, edge: #", where # is the
edge lengtb-

Segmentation completion
When the all of the appropriate filters and parameters have been chosen, click the "OK" button at the bottom of
the Segmentation window to segment the enti¡e data set. Alterations to the segmentation steps can be made by clicking
the "Re-Segment" button in the Blob3D Progress window.

DISPLAYWI¡IDOWS
The images can be displayed in fou¡ different modes: orlho Z, ortho Y, ortho
the view mode drop box rnenu

X, o¡ 3D. These are selected from

Orthogonal views
The orthogonal views show the data normal to the selected axis, either X, Y, or Z. Different slices can be
viewed by inputting the selected slice number in the box or using the scroll bar. The scroll bar also gives the amount of
millimeters the current slice is from the bottom of the daa set. The image can be magnified by selecti"g the desi¡ed
magnification from the Zoom drop text box and then clicking on the image where the center of the magnification is
desi¡ed. To determine the location and grayscale value of a voxel, click on the desired voxel in the display image. The
location and grayscale value will then display in the dialog box in the bottom left conrer of the window.
3D view

Isosurface

The th¡ee-dimensional surface of the blobs is constructed by connecting voxels of the same grayscale value,
producing an isosurface. This grayscale value can be selected by clicking on the histogram of grayscale values, or qæing
the desired value in the "Grayscale" box. The isosurface has fou¡ display options: None, Tfire, Smooth, and Points. Tbe
isosurfaced image can be rotated by holding down the lefr mouse button on the isosurfaced image and movi'g the mouse
in the direction desi¡ed to rotate the image. The frame and axes can be removed from the image by unselecting the
appropriate box in the bottom lefr of the window.

3D Slicing
Two-dimensional slices of the original image can be superinposed on the isosurfaced image. To do so, select
the box next to orthogonal view desi¡ed. To change the slice number, move the scroll ba¡ located to the right of the view
di¡ection.
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Capure Original
When a processed daø window is opened it automatically "captures" the original data window. That is,
navigating, çhanging views, and zooming in the processed window will also be done in the original data window. If
more tban one processed window is opened, the original data window will only mimic the processed window which
currentþ has it captured. Clicking on the "Capture Original" button in the bottom lefr of the processed window will
cause that processed window to capture the original. To release the original data window, click the "Release Original"
button- The original daa window will then reh¡m to its settings (view, slice number, magnification) before being
captured.

Show ín original

The "Show in original" check box

will

display the pixels allocated to the component superimposed in pink on

the original image. This option is only available with binary ouÞuts.

SEPARATE
Separate looks for tb¡eedimensional continuous areas of voxels (a blob) to be evaluated by the user. The blob
might represent a single object or nnrltiple objects. Blobs representing multiple objects can be separated into the actual
number of objects (sub-blobs) by either an erosion/dilation method or by cutting the object with a plane. Due to noise,
some blobs do not represent the conponent being analyzed (such as a few voxels of matrix), these voxels can be removed
fiom the current corponent to be anallzed again in the next segmentation

Ststus and Display
The volume, surface area, and sphere-normalized surface to volume (SV) ratio of the blob are given in the Status
text box. This information will always reflect the original blob no rnatter how many objects it is separated into (subblobs). The Sub-blob line in the statr¡s box will always reflect the current number of sub-blobs.
Separation

of blobs into iudividual sub-blobs is an interactive process with the display windows, so

the

segmented data needs to be displayed before beginning to separate the

blobs. To display the image of the cr¡¡rent blob
being evaluated, click the "Segmented Data" button. The display window is set up with the same options available
during segment. Sometimes a large number of objects are connected resulting in a volume of continuor¡s voxels too large
for Separate to process at one time. In such a case, the axis and faces of the display area will be ma¡ked with red lines.
The red lines represent areas where the blob continues beyond the bounda¡ies seen on the display.

The "Original Data' button displays the unprocessed grayscale image corresponding to the segmented data.
will automatically refresh afrer all the sub-blobs bave been accepted/rejected to show the rext blob to be

These windows

sçarated.

Separation Method
Choose the method used to separate a single blob into separate sub-blobs from the Separation Method drop list
box. There are th¡ee methods to choose from: Manual, Primitive Fitting, and No Separation. Manual separation aUows
each blob to be evaluated by the user and then separated as required. Primitive Fitting separation has not yet been
inplemented. No Separation will process all the blobs as single objecb.

M¡nual SeparatÍon
Erosion/Dilation
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Erosion is a process th¡t incrementally decreases the volume of the blob from the oubide inward. After one or
more erosions, a blob rçresenting multiple objects might no long be connected. Each resulting separated object (subblob) will be rçresented by a different color. At this point the voxels removed during erosion can be added back on with
out any distortion in the data through dilation" Erosion/Dilation can be inplement"d ¿s single steps or as multiple sæps.
With the single step method, press the "Erode" button to erode one layer of voxels. The "Erode" button may be pressld
as many times in as needed. Afrer the blobs have eroded sufficiently to separate the blob, press the "Dilate" button once
to add all the removed voxels back. The Multiple Steps method is quicker to use. The nrurrbered buttons correspond to
the number of erosions that the progam will automatically execute on the blob. It wíll also automatically dilate after the
final erosion

While the shape and area of the blob will not be altered during Dilation, the program does have some discretion

in assigning which sub-blob the eroded voxels belong. To help assure an accurate separationo it is best to erode in the
least amount of steps as possible.

Plane Definition
The Plane Definition uses a plane to separate the blob into two sub-blobs. The plane is based on three points
picked by the user. To choose the points, the "segmented Data" display must be opened. Then click the "Pick 3 Points"
button and click on the blob image at the desired location of the th¡ee poins. The poins mr¡st be either on the blob or on
the axis. It is advantageous to pick three points that are not close together. So if two poinß are chosen in a small area, it
is helpful to choose the third point on the axis. The blob can also be rotated during picking by clicking on the black
background. If a mistake is made, click the "Cancel Picking" button. The plane can be erased by pressing the reset
button or by picking three new points.

Acceptance
Every blob must be accepted or rejected as part of the conponent. If a blob does not need to be separated or if
all of the sub-blobs are part of tÏe componeng click the "Accept All" button. If the blob is not part of the component
being analyzed, click the "Reject All" button to allow these voxels to be available to segment with another component.
Sub-blobs can be individually accepted or rejected by double clicking on the sub-blob in the display window. A
"Process Sub-Blobs" window will appear in which the sub-blob can be individually accepted or rejected by pressing the
appropriate button. To close the window, click "Cancel". This window also displays the volume, surface area, and
sphere-normalized surface to volume ratio of the sub-blob. "Posþone All" saves the blob to be evaluated at a later time.
If a blob is cut because its volume is too large to be displayed, the axis and faces of the display will be marked with red
lines. After separating such a blob into sub-blobs, the blobs touching the edges should be posçoned since it might
continue in a part cut off by the size limitation. Later the sub-blob can be more accurately evaluated. To quickly
postpone all sub-blobs intersecting a cut face, press the "Posþone All on Cut Face" button.

Exarrple of processing a large blob: First use the erosion/dilation method to separate the maximum number of
objects correctly. NexÇ use the "Posçone All on Cut Face" button to remove those sub-blobs that intersect the cut faces.
A number of different patbs can be taken from here. If all the objects have been separated, click "Accept All.' A subblob that needs to be separated fiuther can be postponed so the remaining can be quickly accepted. Individual sub-blobs
can also be accepted or rejected by double-clicking on the sub-blob and choosing the appropriate button. Erode/dilaæ
will erase a previously defined plane definition and vise versa. So, if a sub-blob needs to be firther sçarated it either
needs to be posÞoned or the other sub-blobs in the display need to be dealt with first.

Progress

The Progress text box keeps a record of the blobs processed. The "Volume traversed: # o/o" shows the

percentage of the volume that has been examined in separate. The volume sarrple volume is examined systematically
from one end to the other until it finds a blob. Since blobs occur across a number of slices and many are often connected,
this number does not represent the percentage of blobs separated. "ltems separated: #" shows the number of sub-blobs
accepted so far.
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Separation Compleüon
When all of the blobs have been analyzæd in separate, a dialog box will appear saying .,Finished Separating
'Name' Component''. To continue, click the "Done" button. You will thãn be return;á to the'Bl;b3D progress'r"ioao*
where the corrponent can be extracted or a different conponent can be segmented.

EXTRACT
Extract calculates the desired information from the objects defined in separate. The information can be
calculated for a single corPonent or for multiple corrponents. There are two t¡'pes ãf calculations, 1þsss de¡s taking
only a single object into consideration and those taking the relationship of odõcts into consideration. Once all the
options have been chosen, click the OK button. To posçone extract till a iater time, click the Cancel buttonComponents
Check the conponents to be corsidered in the calculations. Only the separated coñFonents can be considered.
Corrponents used with the individual object parameters can be difrerent then those used with the contact information-

Individual Object Parameterc

Parameters to

utract

Sinply check the parameters you wish to be calculated:

o
o
o

a
a

a
a
a

Center Position finds the center ofeach object.
Volu¡ne calculates the volume of each object.
Surface Area calculates the surface a¡ea of each object. The surface area calculated here will be slightly
higher than the actual surface area ofthe object due pixelation
Sphere-Normalized Su¡face to Volume Ratio calculates the s¡¡rface area to volume ratio normalized to a
sphere. So an object that is a perfect sphere will have a sphere-normalized surface to volu¡ne ratio of l.
The more an object deviates from a sphere, the more the ratio will deviate from l.
Aspect Ratio calculates the inter-slice spacing divided by the inter-pixel spacing.
Long Axis orientation gives the di¡ection of the long axis for each objecl
Long Axis Length gives the length of the long axis of each objecr
Rougbness

Side Contact

will

the spreadsheet

show if the object is in contact with side of the sanple volume. The Contact colunm in
will show a I if the object intersects the edge of the volume and 0 if it does not.

Contact Information
Contact Information calculates the position of the center of the area where two objects touch. It also gives the
magnitude of the contact. Each contact is calculated twice since the program evaluates whire object A touches'object
B
and then where object B touches object A.

Saving E¡tract Results

Individual and contact information are saved in separate files. T¡pe the base of the file name in the field box. ,,Dat" will be appended to the end of the individual data file name, and "-Cônt" will be appended to the end of the contact
file name. To change the folder where the files are saved, click the change path button.
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